Display Title: Beneficial Bugs

Designed and Constructed by: Louise Bugbee

Components List:

1. Requires Penn State carrier as the display board.
2. Pictures and copy for exhibit are in a folder that has a portfolio carrier.

Summary of Display:

- Title graphic (2 pieces) with additional ladybug art strips (6 pieces).
- Explanation copy (2 pieces).
- Insect titles (13 pieces).
- Photographs of beneficial insects in mature and immature state (36 pieces).

All parts of the display are laminated and have Velcro buttons on the back to attach to the display fabric surface.

Fact sheets are also available to use in conjunction with the display.

Included insects:

- Syrphid Fly
- Praying Mantis
- Spiders
- Ant Lion
- Lacewing
- Honey Bees
- Ladybug
- Wheel Bug
- Dragonfly
- Cicada Killer
- Lightning Bug
- Ground Beetles
- Wasps
Cooperative Extension

Beneficial Bugs

Many insects are beneficial to the home garden and barn. An efficient garden is not possible without them. Through their actions, they control pests, weeds, diseases, weeds, diseases, weeds, diseases, and others. Good guys: They consume pests, insects, or grasshoppers. Bad guys: They feed on beneficial insects. For more information, visit Cooperative Extension.